'+' the hydrogen bond is observed with the same protein atom as in the 3D3D crystal structure '*' the hydrogen bond is observed with a different atom of the same residue in the 3D3D crystal structure '-' the hydrogen bond is not observed in the 3D3D crystal structure 'd.' the resonance broadens beyond detection in the NMR spectra. Significant chemical shift changes for a following residue are indicated in parentheses The C atoms of Lys58 in the lower lip and of Tyr132 are shown as spheres with the distance between them indicated. In the NAG4_2 simulation the sugar binding was not stable and the sugar lost its interaction with the enzyme (see Figure S4 ) and left the catalytic site. In this NAG4_2 simulation, interaction of the sugar with sites B and E were lost initially and then there were additional conformational changes in λ lysozyme which led to a further opening of the upper lip region making the BCDE binding for NAG4 unfavourable. Further opening of the upper and lower domains was also observed in other simulations (NAG4_1, 3 and 4).
However, in these simulations the interactions between the protein and sugar were strong enough to keep the sugar in the active site cleft. In the NAG4_1 simulation, site A had the biggest contribution to the total interaction energy and in the NAG4_3 and 4 simulations further arrangement of the sugar enabled it to be kept in the cleft. analysed with MOE. [1] 
